INTRODUCTION
Rule mining is an aspect of data mining and also a process of Knowledge Discovery in Databases (KDD) in which the different available data sources are analyzed [1] , [37] .An expert system merges knowledge, facts and reasoning techniques in producing a decision. Expert system [2] has a knowledge base as a key component. Knowledge base stores domain specific knowledge in the form of rules or heuristic rules. Rules or heuristic rules explain procedures of reasoning used to solve a certain problem. From this aspect the concept of "Association Rule Mining" came. Association rule mining finds interesting association or correlation relationship among a large data set of items [3] .
II. CLASSIFICATION OF ASSOCIATION RULE MINING ALGORITHMS
Association rule mining algorithms can be divided in two basic classes; these are BFS like algorithms and DFS like algorithms [4] . In case of BFS, at first the minimum support is determined for all itemsets in a specific level of depth, but in case of DFS, it descends the structure recursively through several depth levels. Both of these can be divided further in two sub classes; these are counting and intersecting. Apriori algorithm [5] falls under the counting subclass of BFS class algorithms. Apriori algorithm was the first attempt to mine association rules from a large dataset [6] . The algorithm can be used for both, finding frequent patterns and also deriving association rules from them. FP-Growth algorithm [7] falls under the counting subclass of DFS class algorithms. These two algorithms are the popular example of the classical association rule mining. Association rule mining can be classified as in the following figure, Figure 1 : Systematization of Algorithms [4] III.
CLASSICAL ASSOCIATION RULE MINING AND FUZZY ASSOCIATION RULE MINING
Classical association rule mining depends on the Boolean logic to transform numerical attributes into boolean attributes by sharp partitioning of dataset. So, number of rules generated is low. It is computationally inefficient in terms of processing time, accuracy, prevention of redundant rule generation, resource requirement etc. It is inefficient in case of huge mining problems. In the classical association rule mining algorithms users have to specify the minimum support for the given dataset upon which the association rule mining algorithm will work. But it is very much possible that the user sets a wrong minimum support value which can hamper the generation of association rules. And also there is the fact that the setting of this minimum support is also not an easy task. If minimum support is set to a wrong value then there is a big possibility of combinatorial blow up of huge number of association rule within which many association rules will not be interesting.
Fuzzy association rule mining first began in the form of knowledge discovery in Fuzzy expert systems. A fuzzy expert system [8] uses a collection of fuzzy membership functions and rules, instead of Boolean logic, to reason about data [9] . The rules [10] in a fuzzy expert system are usually of a form similar to the following: "If it is raining then put up your umbrella" Here if part is the antecedent part and then part is the consequent part. This type of rules as a set helps in pointing towards any solution with in the solution set. But in case of Boolean logic every data attribute is measured only in terms of yes or no, in other words positive or negative. So it never allows us to have the diverse field of solutions. It always marginalizes the solutions; on the other hand fuzzy logic keeps broadways of solutions open for the users. There are many other fuzzy logic techniques which are in use in fuzzy association rule mining [38] . Wai-HO AU, Keith C.C. Chan [11] presented the first research work which introduces the fuzzy logic in the field of relational databases. After that there have been rapid developments in the field of fuzzy association rule mining. Fuzzy variants of Apriori and FP-Growth algorithms also can be classified into BFS and DFS type algorithms.
IV. FUZZY ASSOCIATION RULE MINING ALGORITHMS
In the last few decades there has been a large number of research work already done in the field of fuzzy association rule mining. The concept of fuzzy association rule mining approach generated from the necessity to efficiently mine quantitative data frequently present in databases. Algorithms for mining quantitative association rules have already been proposed in classical association rule mining. Dividing an attribute of data into sets covering certain ranges of values, engages the sharp boundary problem. To overcome this problem fuzzy logic has been introduced in association rule mining. But fuzzy association rule mining also have some problems. In these section four recent methodologies has been briefly discussed.
Ashish Mangalampalli, Vikram Pudi [12] represented the issues with classical association rule mining regarding the sharp partitioning. This is as follows,

Use of sharp ranges creates the problem of uncertainty. More precisely loss of information happens at the boundaries of these ranges. Even at the small changes in determining these intervals may create very unfamiliar results which could be also wrong.
These partitions do not have proper semantics attached with them. In fuzzy association rule mining the transformation of numerical attributes into fuzzy attributes is done using the fuzzy logic concept. Attribute values are not represented by just 0 or 1. Here attribute values are represented with in a range between 0 and 1. By this way crisp binary attributes are converted to fuzzy attributes [13] and by the use of fuzzy logic we can easily resolve the above said problems. The algorithms which are already in use for fuzzy association rule mining, most of them are the fuzzy versions of Apriori algorithm. Apriori algorithm is slow and inefficient in case of large datasets. Fuzzy versions of Apriori algorithm would not be able to handle real-life huge datasets. Algorithms uses the principle of memory dependency like FPGrowth [14] and its fuzzy versions are inadequate to deal with huge datasets. But these huge data sets can be easily managed by the partial memory dependent variant algorithms like ARMOR [15] and [16] .
Ashish Mangalampalli, Vikram Pudi [12] proposed a new fuzzy association rule mining algorithm which will perform mining task efficiently and fast on huge datasets. Their proposed algorithm has two-step processing of dataset. But before the actual algorithm there is preprocessing of dataset by fuzzy c-means clustering [17] , [18] , [19] . Fuzzy partitions can be done on given data set so that every data point is a member of each and every cluster with a certain membership value. The aim of the algorithm is to minimize the Equ (1)
Where m is any real number such that 1 ≤ m < ∞, is the degree of membership of in the cluster ofj, is the ℎ dimensional measured data, is the d-dimensional cluster center, and * is any norm expressing the similarity between any measured data and the center. By this way corresponding fuzzy partitions of the dataset is generated where each value of numeric attributes are uniquely identified by their membership functions (µ). Depending upon the number of fuzzy partitions defined for an attribute, each and every existing crisp data is converted to multiple fuzzy data. This has the possibility of combinatorial explosion of generation of fuzzy records. So they have set a low threshold value for the membership function µ which is 0.1 to keep control over the generation of fuzzy records. During the fuzzy association rule mining process, the original data set is extended with attribute values within the range (0, 1) due to the large number of fuzzy partitions are being done on each of the quantitative attribute. To process this extended fuzzy dataset, some measures are needed which are based on t-norms [20] , [21] , [22] . In this way the fuzzy dataset E is created upon which the proposed algorithm will work. The dataset is logically divided into p disjoint horizontal partitions 1 , 2 , … . , . Each partition is as large as it can fit in the available main memory. They have used the following notations,  E=fuzzy dataset generated after pre-processing
= cumulative µ of itemset it over all partitions in which it has been processed  d = number of partitions (for any particular itemset it) that have been processed since the partition in which it was added.
Byte-vector like data structure is used to represent fuzzy partitions of given data set. Each element of the byte-vector is nothing but the membership value (µ) of the itemset. In a transaction the byte-vector cell which does not contain any itemset, is assigned a value of 0. Initially the each byte-vector cell has the value of 0. Byte-vector representation of Tidlists is huge and could lead to incessant thrashing problem. They have used zlib compression algorithm to overcome this problem. 
is deleted. The data structure count [ +1 ] maintains the count of each (k+1)-itemset. Tidlist is generated soon after the generation of an itemset. Tidlist can be deleted after the combination of with all the other k-itemsets is done. In the step 2, algorithm starts from the first partition and traverses each partition one-by-one. Itemsets which are enumerated in step 1, those can be discarded. Itemsets which are frequent throughout the entire dataset from the discarded itemsets, those are the result.After that algorithm identifies the singletons 1 , 2 , … , ; for rest of the itemset it. Algorithm intersects the tidlists of each and every corresponding singletons to create the tidlist ( td[it] ) of it. Data structure count [it] maintains the count of every singleton it. Algorithm simultaneously generates outputs, discards itemsets and generates tidlists. This process continues up to each and every itemsets has been computed. Experiments were performed in two different machine configurations. One with higher configuration and the other one with lesser configuration. In [12] authors have used the USCensus1990raw dataset which has 2.5 million transactions. And their fuzzy dataset can process 10 million transactions. So, it is obvious this amount of dataset cannot be handle in the available main memory. In their dataset 8 are quantitative and 4 are binary. Results obtained on higher configuration system on USCensus1990raw dataset as the experimental dataset, using multiple support values ranging between 0.075 to 0.400. Their proposed algorithm outperforms fuzzy Apriori algorithm in terms of speed. From the results of same experiment on lesser configuration system they got that their algorithm around 10 times faster than the fuzzy Apriori algorithm. From their experimental results they have shown that their proposed algorithm is fast and efficient than the previous fuzzy ARM algorithms.
Ehsan Vejdani Mahmoudi, Vahid Aghighi, Masood Niazi Torshiz, Mehrdad Jalali, Mahdi Yaghoobi [23] also pointed out the same difficulty that association rule mining is based on the assumption that users can specify the minimum-support for mining their databases.Han et al [24] have shown that setting of the minimum support is quite subtle work, which can hamper the applications of these mining algorithms. In [23] authors are using fuzzy logic to extract knowledge by calculating minimum support value for each item. More specifically, their algorithms automatically generate actual minimum-supports according to users' mining requirements.Discovering association rules at different levels may thus provide more information than the one at a single level [25] .
In previous methods a unique high value is assigned to each of the items as their minimum support. Previous researchers used only a single concept level for extracting association rules. Later the use of multiple concept level gives us more important rules. The proposed fuzzy mining algorithm first encodes items (nodes) in a given taxonomy similar to Han and Fu's approach [25] which was capable of finding level crossing association rules at multiple levels and not confined to strict, pre-arranged conceptual hierarchies. This algorithm works on multiple non-uniform minimum support values. There are reasons behind non-uniform minimum support values.The proposed algorithm calculates the minimum support for each item by the Equ (2),
(2) Let, I = {i1, i2… im} is a set of items and D = {t1, t2… tn} is a set of transactions. N is the total number of transactions. T is the number of occurrence of an item. S i is sum of the values of an item in D. P belongs to the interval (0, 1).After that k (the level number) is set to 1 and grouping of the items with same first k digits in each transaction and addition of the amounts of the items in the same group in is done. is the amount of the j-th group for . For each group , (quantitative value) is then transformed into a fuzzy set which is represented as, is the l-th fuzzy region of , 1<l < h, and is ′s fuzzy membership value in region . After this algorithm collects the fuzzy regions (linguistic terms) with membership values larger than zero to form the candidate set 1 and calculates the Scalar Cardinality ( ) of each fuzzy region in the transaction data by the following Equ (3),
Algorithm then checks either the value of each region in 1 is larger than or equals to the threshold , which is the minimum of minimum supports of the primitive items descending from it. If satisfies the threshold, put it into the large1-itemset 1 for level k. That is, 1 = ≥ , 1 ≤ ≤ . Here if k reaches the level number of the taxonomy, then algorithm constructs the fuzzy association rules for all large q-itemset s containing regions ( 1 , 2 , … , ), q ≥ 2 otherwise the 1 is a null. Then algorithm sets k = k + 1 where k =1 and again starts from the grouping of the items. This algorithm works in an iterative way. It then discards unpromising itemsets by the count of a fuzzy region is checked to determine whether it is larger than support threshold value or not. And then it finds all the large itemsets of the given transactions by comparing the fuzzy count of each candidate itemset with its support threshold value. Algorithm works until it finds all possible large itemsets and association rule from them. Lastly the confidence values of association rules are calculated and the ones which have confidence value equal to or greater than the predefined confidence value are the final output of the algorithm.
In the experiment, used dataset [26] was with a total of 64 items and 10,000 transactions. The dataset contained quantitative transactions about the products sold in the chain store. The minimum confidence was set 0.5. Algorithm was tested with two previously proposed approaches: Mining Fuzzy Multiple-Level Association Rules from Quantitative Data [27] and Multi-level fuzzy mining with multiple minimum supports [28] . It remarkably produces more rules after 8000 transactions than the algorithms in [27] and [28] . From the test results it was found that their algorithm is efficient and effective.
Toshihiko Watanabe [29] has pointed out some drawbacks of fuzzy association rule mining. Those are as follows,  Execution time for mining algorithm is high.  Large number of redundant rule extracted as the result of mining process. In [30] the proposed algorithm which incorporates memory based method significantly improved in terms of computational time. In contrary it consumes internal memory. In [29] , author proposed an algorithm based on the utilization of specifications of output fields [31] and redundancy of the extracted rules. The proposed algorithm evaluates rules before calculating the minimum confidence.Let F= {P, Q, T} denotes the fuzzy itemset which consists of fuzzy sets in different attribute. Here P, Q, and T denote the fuzzy sets. Support of the itemset F is defined as:
Where denotes the transaction of the database, ( ) denotes the membership value calculated by the product operation (t-norm) of each item in F, and m denotes the total number of transactions in the database. From the support value, confidence of the fuzzy association rule → is calculated by:
Where G and H are fuzzy itemsets. A fuzzy association rule is extracted when these values of a rule are more than predefined minimum confidence value. The itemset which have the value greater than the predefined threshold value is called "frequent itemset". The Apriori algorithm [6] is an effective method for finding the frequent itemsets. The key concept is that the frequent itemset should contain the subsets of frequent itemsets. Let k-itemset indicates k number of items in an itemset. Let represent the set of frequent k-itemsets, and the set of candidate k-itemsets. The algorithm follows the following steps, A1. is generated by joining the itemsets in −1 . A2. The itemsets in which have some (k-1)-subset that is not in −1 are deleted. A3. The support of itemsets in is calculated through database scan to decide . And after this the confidence of the derived association rules are calculated by the previous equation of confidence. Those who will be having confidence value equal or greater than predefined minimum confidence value will be the final output. Author has proposed a little modification of the Apriori algorithm after the step A3. He suggested the pruning of the redundant itemsets and then the confidence calculation. Author suggested the importance redundancy measure of extracted rules. In this paper it is done by the "Certainty Factor" [32] , [33] , [34] . The certainty factor (CF) of the rule → is defined as follows:
There is also the definition of redundant rule and non-redundant rule. Let → be a fuzzy association rule, where X and Y are fuzzy itemsets. Let be= 2 − − ∅ , where 2 is the power set of X and ∅ is the empty set.
Ifmax ∈ → ≥ → , then the rule → is a redundant rule. Ifmax ∈ → < → , then the rule → is a non-redundant rule.
From the above definition it also can be derived that, Ifmax ∈ → ≥ → , then max ∈ → ≥ → Non-redundant rules have always higher value of certainty factor than the redundant rules among the subset fuzzy association rules. To get the strong redundant rule we have another definition which is, let → be a fuzzy association rule, where X and Y are fuzzy itemsets. Let be = 2 − − ∅ If min ∈ → ≥ → , then the rule → is a "strong redundant rule". (8) Where, min ∈ → ≥ → And let Z be a fuzzy itemset that has k items (k > 2).When all the k-rules generated from Z are strong redundant, then the itemset Z is a "strong redundant itemset". Pruning uses heuristics to tell which combination of items is a redundant itemset. Both the extraction processes and the redundant rule pruning have been improved by specifying the output fields in advance.In addition to the basic Apriori algorithm, the following procedures are employed after the step A3 for k>1 as:
A4. The association rules are decided by calculating the confidence of k-rule based on and −1 . A5. The strong redundant k-itemsets in are deleted.
The concept of this procedure is that the confidence value of the rule should increase by increasing the number of antecedent items. Expectation was the reduction of execution time and redundant rules pruning by the additional procedures.Method was tested on "abalone data" present in the UCI Machine Learning Repository [35] . Range of the fuzzy partition was set wider than the actual data distribution for the evaluation of performance. Authors have used two type of fuzzy membership function-one, Triangular MF; second, Trapezoidal MF. The benchmark data "abalone" has been used by the author to evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm [29] .
Toshihiko Watanabe, Ryosuke Fujioka [36] has tried to overcome the limitations of the [29] . This method is basically the follow up work of the [29] .They has used the same extraction method of fuzzy association rule, same concept of measure of redundancy through the certainty factor [32] , [33] , [34] . They have used the same Apriori algorithm with a little modification in it at the end. To have better performance they have introduced an equivalence concept of fuzzy association rules. They described two definition of equivalence concept. Those are as follows, Let F= { 1 , 2 , … , } be a fuzzy itemset, where B is a fuzzy item (label) defined on a different attribute and m is the number of items (m> 1). Assume that the parameter q is defined larger than the minimal confidence and set in advance.
If
Then we call the generated rules equivalent rules, the fuzzy itemset F equivalence itemset, and q the equivalence threshold.
Let F= { 1 , 2 , … , } be an equivalence fuzzy itemset, G = { 1 , 2 , … , } be a fuzzy itemset ( ⊃ ),where B is a fuzzy item (label) defined on a different attribute and m and nare the number of items (m >1, n >1, n>m). Assume that the parameter q is an equivalence threshold. Let and be generated association rules from F and G respectively as:
We define if ≥ , ( ) ≥ then is termed as "apparent rule".Hence, the rules named as redundant rule, apparent rule, and omissible rule if they are generated from equivalent itemset. So, they are deleted in mining process. They delete the apparent rules at the level when k=2 to increase computational efficiency. After that they incorporated the equivalence concept in existing Apriori algorithm which leads to the performance improvement.
The algorithm was applied to the "abalone data" available at the UCI Machine Learning Repository [35] . This time also authors have used two different fuzzy membership functions. Many redundant rules are extracted along with the necessary non-redundant rules. Their objective was to prevent the generation of the redundant rules.The redundant rules or apparent rules are successfully deleted by the proposed algorithm based on the equivalence concept for fuzzy association rules mining.
V. COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS
The methodologies which have been described here, was chosen on the basis of various parameters like, mining strategy, algorithmic complexity, experimental statistics etc. All the algorithms discuss in this paper are different not only in terms of their nature but also in terms of working logic, execution time, accuracy etc. Experimental datasets are also different. All the test results are promising from the statistical point of view. But there are limitations. In [12] , authors found that if the number of partitions for a dataset is increased then it leads to increase of the overall time required for processing. There is a chance of generating redundant association rules and useless association rules. In case of [23] , though the execution time in the interval of 6000 to 8000 transactions is good than the other algorithms but the execution time is higher for the proposed method in the interval of 8000 to 10000 transactions as the number of association rules increases. Proposed algorithm generates fewer rules with in the interval of 6000 to 8000 transactions. There is also a chance of generating redundant association rules and useless association rules. In [29] , author observed that along with redundant rules few non-redundant rules are also deleted for having their lower confidence value. Itemset extraction may be reduced due to multiple field specifications. The proposed algorithm shows minute improvement over its expectation in terms of computational time and efficiency. The test dataset was standard but not so huge. So it is not known that how the algorithm will work with the huge dataset where huge data mining process has to be done. In case of [36] , the value of parameter q (equivalence threshold) is set to 0.8 by them so that they get this type of results. Any variation in this value can produce different type of results. In their test dataset there was only 8 quantitative attribute but now a days databases are getting bigger and bigger where the number of quantitative attributes can be very high. So, it is not clear that how the proposed algorithm will work in case of huge mining problems.
VI. Conclusion And Future Work
Knowledge extraction in databases is a way of extracting knowledge in the form of interesting rules. These rules are domain specific. These rules reveal the association relationship among different data's, that how a particular data item is related to another data item. So, we call these rules as association rule. These rules are heuristic in nature. The process of extracting and managing these rules is known as association rule mining. Association rule mining is an important process in intelligent systems like Expert system. Because these intelligent systems solves domain specific problems. And this requires domain specific knowledge. Association rule mining is basically of two types. One is classical or crisp association rule mining and the other one is fuzzy association rule mining. Classical association rule mining uses Boolean logic to convert numerical attributes into binary attributes by the help of sharp crisp partitions. But the use of sharp partitions creates the problem of uncertainty. In which valuable data may become inconsistent over these sharp partitions. Another problem with classical association rule mining is, here a user has to provide a minimum support value for the mining purpose. And as we know that we humans are error prone. Any wrong setting of minimum support could end up in erroneous results. This can even cause the generation of huge number of redundant rules as well as useless rules. So, it is very a difficult task of setting an accurate minimum support value manually. That is why classical association rule mining is time consuming and less accurate process. Fuzzy association rule mining is relatively a newer concept. This uses the concepts of fuzzy set theory [13] for mining job. This survey paper represents a review of some of the existing fuzzy association rule mining methodologies [12] , [23] , [29] , [36] . Algorithms are based on different concepts like, Fuzzy c-means clustering, multiple minimum supports, output field specification, certainty factor, equivalence redundancy of items etc. Paper [12] introduces the technique of fuzzy c-means clustering [17] , [18] , [19] for preprocessing. And the proposed algorithm uses the byte vector representation of datasets for the actual mining task. Algorithm works in two steps. Paper [23] represents the concept of calculating minimum supports for each item of given dataset. Their proposed algorithm works iteratively and works until it finds all possible interesting association rules. Paper [29] represents the fact that there can be redundant rule present in the generated association rules by the previous algorithms. So, the authors introduced the concept of Certainty Factor [32] , [33] , [34] for the redundant rule pruning. Their proposed algorithm is similar to the Apriori algorithm [5] . Just there is this pruning mechanism attached at the end of Apriori algorithm. Paper [36] is the follow up work of the paper [29] . Here authors introduced equivalence concept for the redundant rule pruning after the Apriori algorithm.
In case of paper [12] , experimental results show that if the number of partitions are increased then there is the possibility of increase in execution time due to the increased number of itemsets. In case of paper [23] we can see that performance of the algorithm is good within a certain range of transactions. At the higher number of transactions algorithm does not works as efficiently as the authors expected. In case both the paper [12] , [23] there is the chance of redundant rule generation. In case of paper [29] , algorithm successfully rejects the redundant rules. But algorithm also has deleted some non-redundant rules. This is a big problem because some of those non-redundant could be some interesting rules. Paper [36] seems to be a little more efficient in terms of performance, accuracy and speed than the other three papers [12] , [23] , and [29] . But still it is unclear that how these algorithms will perform in case of large mining tasks. Day by day our mining tasks are becoming bigger and more complex. Either we have to improve the existing algorithms or we have to look for the alternatives like Rough set [39] . Through which we can perform association rule mining efficiently. Basic objective is to design an efficient algorithm which will execute huge mining task in suitable system configuration with less execution time and with higher accuracy. It is also a point of interest to research whether any heuristic search algorithm can be implemented in such cases. So, we believe this survey paper will reflect the current research trends in field of association rule mining.
